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Abstract: The paper presents experimental results for outer ligament evaluation by using
phased array ultrasonic techniques (shear waves and longitudinal waves). The
results on test pieces with ligament 1.5-mm, 3-mm and 6-mm, on embedded
complex notches and samples with large cracks concluded: shear waves could
reliably measure the remaining outer ligament for Lout SW > 1.5 mm. Longitudinal
waves could reliably measure the outer ligament for Lout LW > 3 mm. High-resolution
filter is required for direct contact L-waves, if the ligament is < 3 mm. Both
measurements were performed with discontinuities located just under the probe or
probe wedge. Both S- and L-waves display the shape of the defect and its
orientation within accuracy of ± 2°. There is an over-sizing trend of 0.2-0.6 mm.
Field examples from micro-organism induced corrosion (MIC) measurement are
also given.

Introduction
Our recent published papers [ 1-3 ] and OlympusNDT new PAUT book [ 4 ] evaluated the performance
of phased array ultrasonic technology (PAUT) for inner ligament assessment, crack height and
remaining ligament (or outer ligament) of economizer piping welds. Recent customer requirements
put PAUT to another test: what is the minimum outer ligament PAUT could measure? Other related
topics, such as shape and defect orientation (tilt angle) were added for this study. The present paper
is addressing these issues on artificial EDM notches, on fatigue cracks and on samples with specific
reflectors for MIC attack evaluation.

Experimental Program
The test pieces used for this experimental program were made from carbon steel and are presented
in Table1 and Figure 1 to Figure 3.
They consist in a variety of defects with outer ligament values ranging from 1.5 mm to 6 mm. Most of
the samples were flat or with a dresses welded crown, so the probe access for optimum detection
and sizing was not an issue. The probes used in this experiment are 1-D linear arrays of high
frequency. Their characteristics are listed in Table 2. The shear waves were generated by placing
the probe on the wedge. Measurements with longitudinal waves were performed in direct contact.
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Table 1: Test pieces used for outer ligament evaluation by PAUT.

Test piece ID
Lig 1.5-A
TED 4B
Lig 6.0-A
NS 4-16
B17
SITCO EN-1
SITCO EN-2
R10 NDE #2
C2

Outer
Ligament
[ mm ]
1.5
3
6
3-6
3.1
5
3
4
3.6

Reflector shape

Remarks

straight
straight
straight
Cone-shape
Fatigue crack
Complex EDM notch
Complex EDM notch
Complex EDM notches
Fatigue crack

Tilt 0-40°, step 10°
Tilt 0-40°, step 10°
Tilt 0-40°, step 10°
See Figure 3; MIC
Straight bar
1% Cr-Mo forging
1% Cr-Mo forging
Side technique LW
Tilt 7°

Figure 1: Carbon-steel test pieces with outer ligament 1.5-mm, 3-mm and 6-mm tilted between
0° to 40°, step 10°.

Figure 2: Test pieces SITCO-EN-1 (embedded complex EDM notch)-left- and C2 (inner
surface-breaking large crack) –right-, and the outer ligament measurement concept.
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( courtesy OlympusNDT-Waltham-USA )
Figure 3: Example of test pieces with different outer ligament: top- reference block NS-4-16 for
MIC attack evaluation; bottom: row 10 BLK NDR #2 with 5 complex EDM notches on
the inlet side, started at 4 mm from the side.
Table 2: Phased array probes features used for outer ligament measurement.
Probe ID
2J
2J+60T
P18
P43+60T
P52+70T

Frequency
[ MHz ]
10
10
10
7
8

Pitch [mm] /
nr.elements
0.31 / 20
0.31 / 20
0.5 / 64
0.6 / 16
0.33 /10

Remarks
Use for MIC attack, outer ligament, LW
Use with SW wedge
LE, electronic scanning MIC
Use with SW wedge
Use with SW wedge

The schematic for outer ligament evaluation is presented in Figure 4. Each event was recorded in
time-based mode and OmniScan data were converted to be analyzed with Tomoview 2. / Ultravision
1.1 software. More than three scans were performed and the best readings (the lowest value) was
taken into consideration, after the average and taken into account the defect characteristics (shape,
location, orientation).
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Figure 4: Schematic of outer ligament measurement for shear waves for embedded cracks and
porosity (top), longitudinal waves for embedded cracks and micro-organism induced
corrosion attack (MIC) (middle) and positive and negative definitions for tilted
embedded notches (bottom).

Data Evaluation and Field Results
Outer ligament for MIC attack is within acceptable tolerances ( < 0.2 mm). The shape of the reflector
is well displayed in B-scan and the slope is evaluated in S-scan. Example of MIC attack ligament
measurements is presented in Figure 5. Field application of MIC attack is presented in Figure 6.
Outer ligament for large cracks depends on the last significant crack tip [ 5 ], which could be reliable
and repeatable displayed in S-B scan layout. Because of undersizing trend of the crack, the outer
ligament is oversized by the same error. Examples of outer ligament measurement with L-, and Swaves are presented in Figure 7.
Outer ligament measurement results for embedded notches and complex EDM notches in the blade
root are presented in Figure 8 and Figure 9.
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Figure 5: Ligament measurement on NS 4-16 using azimuthal scanning and B-scan (left) and
electronic scanning with delay line (right).

Figure 6: Example of MIC attack measurements in the field. Top: S-B scans for MIC attack ligament
of 8.5 mm. Bottom: OmniScan application for MIC attack assessment in the filed.
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Figure 7: Examples of outer ligament measurement for large cracks with L-waves on sample C2
(left) and S-waves on sample B17 (right). An oversizing trend of 0.2-0.4 mm is noticed.

Figure 8: Outer ligament measurement with S-waves on sample SITCO EN 1 (left) and with Lwaves on blade row 10 NDE #2 (right).
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Figure 9: Outer ligament measurement and height of complex notch with S-waves on sample
SITCO EN 2.
Examples of ligament measurements on 25 Lig 1.5 for shear waves using Focus LT and OmniScan
are presented in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Examples of OD ligament evaluation with Focus LT (top) and with OmniScan (bottom) for
shear waves. OmniScan receiver filters were set for 10HR (near-surface resolution at
higher frequency). An oversizing of 0.6 mm for Focus LT and 0.4 mm for OmniScan is
noticed.
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Examples of ligament measurements on 25 Lig 1.5 and on TED 4B for longitudinal waves are
presented in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Example of ligament evaluation with OmniScan on 25 lig 1.5 (left) and TED 4B (right),
using high resolution filters for near-surface defects. An oversizing trend is noticed.
Focus LT has limited capabilities for near-surface resolution. Ligament ≥ 3 mm could reliable be
measured using this machine. The oversizing trend is about 0.2-0.6 mm.

Concluded Remarks

The experimental results led to the following conclusions:
1. Outer ligament is oversized by 0.2-0.6 mm, depending on the defect nature, orientation and
depth.
2. Shear waves could reliably measure outer ligament starting with 1.5 mm.
3. Longitudinal waves direct-contact could reliably measure outer ligament starting with 3 mm.
4. OmniScan HR 10 filters must be used for ligament measurement < 3.0 mm.
5. Both types of waves display the shape and the orientation of defects within acceptable
tolerances: ± 1 mm for location and ± 2° for orientation.
6. These results should be applied only to outer ligament assessment
probe/probe+wedge has a free movement on outer surface of component.

when

the

7. MIC attack evaluation is reliable measured by both methods (azimuthal S-scan and electronic
scanning with delay wedge-LW). A high-resolution filter (HR10) must be applied on OmniScan
when using a direct-contact probe without delay line.
8. The over-all performance of PAUT for outer ligament measurement is presented in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Correlation between outer ligament value and PAUT measurements.
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